John Of Brienne King Of Jerusalem Emperor
Of Constantinople C1175 1237
When people should go to the ebook stores, search inauguration by shop, shelf by shelf, it is in point
of fact problematic. This is why we allow the books compilations in this website. It will completely
ease you to see guide John Of Brienne King Of Jerusalem Emperor Of Constantinople C1175
1237 as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in point of fact want, you can discover them
rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be every best place within net
connections. If you plan to download and install the John Of Brienne King Of Jerusalem Emperor Of
Constantinople C1175 1237 , it is certainly easy then, before currently we extend the colleague to
buy and create bargains to download and install John Of Brienne King Of Jerusalem Emperor Of
Constantinople C1175 1237 in view of that simple!

The Crusader World - Adrian Boas 2015-10-14
The Crusader World is a multidisciplinary survey
of the current state of research in the field of
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crusader studies, an area of study which has
become increasingly popular in recent years. In
this volume Adrian Boas draws together an
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impressive range of academics, including work
from renowned scholars as well as a number of
though-provoking pieces from emerging
researchers, in order to provide broad coverage
of the major aspects of the period. This
authoritative work will play an important role in
the future direction of crusading studies. This
volume enriches present knowledge of the
crusades, addressing such wide-ranging subjects
as: intelligence and espionage, gender issues,
religious celebrations in crusader Jerusalem,
political struggles in crusader Antioch, the
archaeological study of battle sites and
fortifications, diseases suffered by the crusaders,
crusading in northern Europe and Spain and the
impact of Crusader art. The relationship
between Crusaders and Muslims, two distinct
and in many way opposing cultures, is also
examined in depth, including a discussion of how
the Franks perceived their enemies. Arranged
into eight thematic sections, The Crusader
World considers many central issues as well as a
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large number of less familiar topics of the
crusades, crusader society, history and culture.
With over 100 photographs, line drawings and
maps, this impressive collection of essays is a
key resource for students and scholars alike.
The Briennes - Guy Perry 2018-08-16
The first comprehensive study of the Brienne
dynasty, a fascinating example of the
international aristocracy in the central Middle
Ages.
The Routledge History of Monarchy - Elena
Woodacre 2019-07-01
The Routledge History of Monarchy draws
together current research across the field of
royal studies, providing a rich understanding of
the history of monarchy from a variety of
geographical, cultural and temporal contexts.
Divided into four parts, this book presents a
wide range of case studies relating to different
aspects of monarchy throughout a variety of
times and places, and uses these case studies to
highlight different perspectives of monarchy and
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enhance understanding of rulership and
sovereignty in terms of both concept and
practice. Including case studies chosen by
specialists in a diverse array of subjects, such as
history, art, literature, and gender studies, it
offers an extensive global and interdisciplinary
approach to the history of monarchy, providing a
thorough insight into the workings of
monarchies within Europe and beyond, and
comparing different cultural concepts of
monarchy within a variety of frameworks,
including social and religious contexts. Opening
up the discussion of important questions
surrounding fundamental issues of monarchy
and rulership, The Routledge History of
Monarchy is the ideal book for students and
academics of royal studies, monarchy, or
political history.
Transactions of the Leicestershire Architectural
and Archaeological Society - 1866
The World of the Crusades - Christopher
john-of-brienne-king-of-jerusalem-emperor-of-constantinople-c1175-1237

Tyerman 2019-05-23
A lively reimagining of how the distant medieval
world of war functioned, drawing on the objects
used and made by crusaders Throughout the
Middle Ages crusading was justified by religious
ideology, but the resulting military campaigns
were fueled by concrete objectives: land,
resources, power, reputation. Crusaders
amassed possessions of all sorts, from castles to
reliquaries. Campaigns required material funds
and equipment, while conquests produced
bureaucracies, taxation, economic exploitation,
and commercial regulation. Wealth sustained the
Crusades while material objects, from weaponry
and military technology to carpentry and
shipping, conditioned them. This lavishly
illustrated volume considers the material
trappings of crusading wars and the objects that
memorialized them, in architecture, sculpture,
jewelry, painting, and manuscripts. Christopher
Tyerman’s incorporation of the physical and
visual remains of crusading enriches our
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understanding of how the crusaders themselves
articulated their mission, how they viewed their
place in the world, and how they related to the
cultures they derived from and preyed upon. A
note to readers: the grey-shaded pages
throughout this volume look at the Crusades in
detail, exploring individual themes such as food
and drink, medicine, weapons and women’s role
in the Crusades. These short essays are
interspersed throughout the chapters and the
main text will continue after each one. For
instance, ‘Taking the Cross’ runs from pages 4 to
7, and the Introduction continues on p. 8.
The History of the Decline and Fall of the
Roman Empire - Edward Gibbon 2008-01-01
The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire is Edward Gibbon's magnum opus,
written and published over a 13-year period
beginning in 1776. It not only chronicles the
events of the downfall starting with the end of
the rule of Marcus Aurelius, but proposes a
theory as to why Rome collapsed: the populace,
john-of-brienne-king-of-jerusalem-emperor-of-constantinople-c1175-1237

Gibbon theorizes, lost its moral fortitude, its
militaristic will, and its sense of civic duty.
History is considered a classic in world
literature, and Gibbon is sometimes called the
first "modern historian" for his insistence upon
using primary sources for his research. Many
scholars today still use his highly regarded work
as reference. In this last of seven volumes,
readers will find Chapter 64 ("Moguls, Ottoman
Turks") through Chapter 71 ("Civil Prospect of
the Ruins of Rome in the Fifteenth Century"),
which cover the establishment of the Mogul
empire and their conquests of China, Persia,
Anatolia, and Siberia; the origin of the
Ottomans; the establishment of the Ottomans in
Europe; the history and life of Timour
(Tamerlane); the siege of Constantinople by
Amurath II; the reign of John Palaeologus II; the
invention of gunpowder; the continued struggles
between the Greeks and Latins for influence in
the Eastern Roman Empire; the reign of
Constantine (the last emperor of the Eastern
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Roman Empire); the reign of Mahomet
(Mehmed) II of the Ottoman Empire; the siege of
Constantinople; a summary of the state of Rome
since the 12th century; the life of Petrarch; the
Great Schism of the West; and the final decay of
Rome in the 15th century. Also included in this
volume is a complete index to the seven-volume
series, English parliamentarian and historian
EDWARD GIBBON (1737-1794)attended
Magdelan College, Oxford for 14 months before
his father sent him to Lausanne, Switzerland,
where he continued his education. He published
Essai sur l'tude de la Littrature (1761) and other
autobiographical works, including Mmoire
Justificatif pour servir de Rponse l'Expos, etc. de
la Cour de France (1779).
Identities and Allegiances in the Eastern
Mediterranean after 1204 - Judith Herrin
2016-09-17
This volume of studies explores a particularly
complex period in Byzantine history, the
thirteenth century, from the Fourth Crusade to
john-of-brienne-king-of-jerusalem-emperor-of-constantinople-c1175-1237

the recapture of Constantinople by exiled
leaders from Nicaea. During this time there was
no Greek state based on Constantinople and so
no Byzantine Empire by traditional definition.
Instead, a Venetian/Frankish alliance ruled from
the capital, while many smaller states also
claimed the mantle of Byzantium. Even after
1261 when the Latin Empire of Constantinople
was replaced by a restored Greek state, political
fragmentation persisted. This fragmentation
makes the study of individuals more difficult but
also more valuable than ever before, and this
volume demonstrates the very considerable
advances in historical understanding that may
be gained from prosopographical approaches.
Specialist historians of the Byzantine successor
states of the period, and of their most important
neighbours, here examine the self-projection and
interactions of these states, combining military
history and diplomacy, commercial and
theological contacts, and the experiences and
self-description of individuals. This wide-ranging
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series of articles uses a great diversity of
sources - Arabic, Armenian, Bulgarian, Greek,
Latin, Persian and Serbian - to exploit the
potential of the novel methodology employed
and of prosopography as an additional historical
tool of analysis.
Sword and the Scimitar - Ernle Bradford
2004-02-01
For nearly two centuries, from 1096 until 1291,
a tide of pilgrims, knights, men-at-arms, priests,
traders and peasants swept from Western
Europe to the Levant - Crusaders whose
common aim was to recover the Holy Place of
Christendom. The Sword and the Scimitar is a
saga of one of the most fanatical religious wars
in world history. It is a story abounding with
highly distinctive personalities - popes, saints,
kings, sultans and heroes like Saladin and
Richard Coeur de Lion, of the encounter of two
great cultures and their cross-fertilization. It
tells of the three great Military Orders, the
Knights Hospitaller of St John, the Teutonic
john-of-brienne-king-of-jerusalem-emperor-of-constantinople-c1175-1237

Knights and the Knights Templar. It does not
disguise the savagery that accompanied the
capture of Jerusalem by the Crusaders or the
scenes of fire and carnage when the Kingdom of
Jerusalem fell nearly two centuries later, and the
markets of the East were so flooded with
Christian slaves that a young Frankish woman
might be sold for one silver coin.
Medieval Self-Coronations - Jaume Aurell
2020-06-30
Based on narrative, iconographical, and
liturgical sources, this is the first systematic
study to trace the story of the ritual of royal selfcoronations from Ancient Persia to the present.
Exposing as myth the idea that Napoleon's act of
self-coronation in 1804 was the first
extraordinary event to break the secular
tradition of kings being crowned by bishops,
Jaume Aurell vividly demonstrates that selfcoronations were not as transgressive or
unconventional as has been imagined. Drawing
on numerous examples of royal self-coronations,
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with a particular focus on European Kings of the
Middle Ages, including Frederic II of Germany
(1229), Alphonse XI of Castile (1328), Peter IV of
Aragon (1332) and Charles III of Navarra (1390),
Aurell draws on history, anthropology, ritual
studies, liturgy and art history to explore royal
self-coronations as privileged sites at which the
frontiers and limits between the temporal and
spiritual, politics and religion, tradition and
innovation are encountered.
Crusading and the Crusader States - Andrew
Jotischky 2017-02-17
Cover -- Half Title -- Title Page -- Copyright Page
-- Table of Contents -- List of illustrations -Preface to the second edition -- Preface to the
first edition -- Chronology of main events -- 1
Problems in crusading historiography -- 2 The
papacy, the knighthood and the eastern
Mediterranean -- 3 Crusade and settlement,
1095-c.1118 -- 4 Politics and war in the Crusader
States, 1118-87 -- 5 The Islamic reaction,
1097-1193 -- 6 Crusader society -- 7 Recovery in
john-of-brienne-king-of-jerusalem-emperor-of-constantinople-c1175-1237

the East, new challenges in Europe: crusading,
1187-1216 -- 8 Varieties of crusading from the
eleventh to the thirteenth centuries -- 9
Crusading and the Crusader States in the
thirteenth century, 1217-74 -- 10 Crusading and
the Holy Land in the later Middle Ages -Bibliography -- Index
The Horoscope of Emperor Baldwin II - Filip
Van Tricht 2018-11-01
In this book Filip Van Tricht presents a
microstudy of political, social and cultural life in
Latin-Byzantine Constantinople and Romania in
the mid-13th century.
Jerusalem Falls - John D. Hosler 2022-10-04
The first full account of the medieval struggle for
Jerusalem, from the seventh to the thirteenth
century The history of Jerusalem is one of
conflict, faith, and empire. Few cities have been
attacked as often and as savagely. This was no
less true in the Middle Ages. From the Persian
sack in 614 through the bloody First Crusade
and beyond, Jerusalem changed hands countless
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times. But despite these horrific acts of violence,
its story during this period is also one of
interfaith tolerance and accord. In this gripping
history, John D. Hosler explores the great
clashes and delicate settlements of medieval
Jerusalem. He examines the city's many sieges
and considers the experiences of its inhabitants
of all faiths. The city's conquerors consistently
acknowledged and reinforced the rights of those
religious minorities over which they ruled.
Deeply researched, this account reveals the way
in which Jerusalem's past has been constructed
on partial histories--and urges us to reckon with
the city's broader historical contours.
John of Brienne - Guy Jacob Macdonald Perry
2013
"More than two centuries ago, the great English
historian Edward Gibbon summed up John of
Brienne's life with the typically rotund
observation that 'it was only in the age of
chivalry, that valour could ascend from a private
station to the thrones of Jerusalem and
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Constantinople'. Whatever one may think of
Gibbon's judgement here, John (d. 1237) had one
of the most remarkable careers in the entire
medieval period."-A New General Biographical Dictionary 1853
The Standard Dictionary of Facts - Henry
Woldmar Ruoff 1909
The Uses of the Bible in Crusader Sources 2017-05-22
The Uses of the Bible in Crusader Sources seeks
to understand the ideology and spirituality of
crusading by exploring the biblical imagery and
exegetical interpretations that were woven
together to form its philosophical basis.
Crusades - Dr Nikolaos G. Chrissis 2015-12-28
Crusades covers seven hundred years from the
First Crusade (1095-1102) to the fall of Malta
(1798) drawing together scholars working on
war, theology, law, literature, art, numismatics
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and economic, social, political and military
history. It publishes both historical sources of
the Crusades - narrative, homiletic and
documentary - in European and oriental
languages, and interpretative studies. Ashgate
publishes this journal for The Society for the
Study of the Crusades and the Latin East in both
print and online editions, and the subscription
price covers both. The print edition also
incorporates the Society's Bulletin. The journal
is available on-line via IngentaConnect:
www.IngentaConnect.com/Crusades. The on-line
edition does not include the Society’s Bulletin.
The Latin Renovatio of Byzantium - Filip Van
Tricht 2011-05-23
This book offers a new perspective on the Latin
take-over of Byzantine territories after the
crusader sack of Constantinople in 1204,
arguing that the new rulers very consciously
aimed at continuing the Eastern Empire,
drawing many Byzantines to their side.
Crusades - Benjamin Z. Kedar 2016-08-12
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Crusades covers seven hundred years from the
First Crusade (1095-1102) to the fall of Malta
(1798) and draws together scholars working on
theatres of war, their home fronts and
settlements from the Baltic to Africa and from
Spain to the Near East and on theology, law,
literature, art, numismatics and economic,
social, political and military history. Routledge
publishes this journal for The Society for the
Study of the Crusades and the Latin East.
Particular attention is given to the publication of
historical sources in all relevant languages narrative, homiletic and documentary - in
trustworthy editions, but studies and
interpretative essays are welcomed too.
Crusades appears in both print and online
editions.
A History of the Crusades - Steven Runciman
1987-12-03
Analyzes the Crusades from European and
Arabic viewpoints
Blood Royal - Robert Bartlett 2020-07-09
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An engaging history of royal and imperial
families and dynastic power, enriched by a body
of surprising and memorable source material.
The Complete Peerage of England,
Scotland, Ireland, Great Britain, and the
United Kingdom: Bass to Canning - George
Edward Cokayne 1912
The Crusades - Geoffrey Hindley 2004
Chronicles the long, bloody history of the
Crusades and demonstrates how this threehundred-year-long struggle to control the Middle
East changed Europe, and the world, forever.
History of the Dukes of Normandy and the
Kings of England by the Anonymous of
Béthune - Paul Webster 2021-02-24
In the first quarter of the thirteenth century, an
anonymous Flemish writer set in writing, in Old
French, a chronicle of Normandy, England,
Flanders and northern France. It ranged from
the arrival of the Vikings in Normandy to the
early years of the reign of King Henry III of
john-of-brienne-king-of-jerusalem-emperor-of-constantinople-c1175-1237

England, ending with an account of the
translation of the relics of St Thomas Becket to
their magnificent new shrine in Canterbury
Cathedral in 1220. Along the way, it adopted and
formed part of a tradition of writing of the
history of the dukes of Normandy and kings of
England, a tradition which had developed in
Latin in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, and
then continued in Old French. The work is
famous for vibrant and informed description of
the reign of King John, in particular the period of
baronial reaction, Magna Carta, ensuing civil
war and the nearly-successful invasion of
England by Louis, heir to the kingdom of France.
Flanders supplied troops to both sides, and this
Flemish author sees these events in close detail,
and from the Flemish, not the French or English,
point of view. He may himself have been an
eyewitness, directly involved, but if not he would
have known many who had fought and died in
this conflict. Janet Shirley’s translation of this
chronicle, the first into English, brings the work
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of the Anonymous of Béthune to a new audience
in this volume, accompanied by an introduction
and historical notes by Paul Webster.
A Dictionary of Universal Biography of All
Ages and of All Peoples - Albert Montefiore
Hyamson 1916
Tales of a Minstrel of Reims in the Thirteenth
Century - 2021-09-17
An anonymous minstrel in thirteenth-century
France composed this gripping account of
historical events in his time. Crusaders and
Muslim forces battle for control of the Holy
Land, while power struggles rage between and
among religious authorities and their conflicting
secular counterparts, pope and German
emperor, the kings of England and the kings of
France. Meanwhile, the kings cannot count on
their independent-minded barons to support or
even tolerate the royal ambitions. Although
politics (and the collapse of a royal marriage)
frame the narrative, the logistics of war are also
john-of-brienne-king-of-jerusalem-emperor-of-constantinople-c1175-1237

in play: competing military machinery and the
challenges of transporting troops and matariel.
Inevitably, the civilian population suffers. The
minstrel was a professional story-teller, and his
livelihood likely depended on his ability to
captivate an audience. Beyond would-be
objective reporting, the minstrel dramatizes
events through dialogue, while he delves into the
motives and intentions of important figures, and
imparts traditional moral guidance. We follow
the deeds of many prominent women and
witness striking episodes in the lives of Eleanor
of Aquitaine, Richard the Lionhearted, Blanche
of Castile, Frederick the Great, Saladin, and
others. These tales survive in several
manuscripts, suggesting that they enjoyed
significant success and popularity in their day.
Samuel N. Rosenberg produced this first
scholarly translation of the Old French tales into
English. References that might have been
obvious to the minstrel’s original audience are
explained for the modern reader in the
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indispensable annotations of medieval historian
Randall Todd Pippenger. The introduction by
eminent medievalist William Chester Jordan
places the minstrel’s work in historical context
and discusses the surviving manuscript sources.
John of Brienne - Guy Perry 2013-10-17
This book explores John of Brienne's remarkable
thirteenth-century career from mid-ranking
knight to king of Jerusalem and Latin emperor of
Constantinople.
The Museum of Versailles. Catalogue of the
Paintings, Statues and Artistic Decorations of
the Palace ... Followed by a Complete
Description of the Park of Versailles, Etc - 1875
Classification - Library of Congress 1916
New General Biographical Dictionary - Hugh
James Rose 1848
Constance of France - Myra Miranda Bom
2022-11-12
john-of-brienne-king-of-jerusalem-emperor-of-constantinople-c1175-1237

Constance of France: Womanhood and Agency in
Twelfth-Century Europe is a biography of
Constance of France, sister of King Louis VII of
France. Myra Bom recovers Constance’s life
story and puts it in its medieval context by
examining the historical evidence of chronicles,
charters, seal imprints and letters. The
countess’s long and interesting life makes for
women’s history with a large geographical
scope, including France, England, Toulouse and
the Latin East. It touches on many aspects of life
during the Middle Ages such as birth, marriage
and divorce, gender roles, experience of time,
and expectation for the afterlife. Bom
demonstrates how and to what extent medieval
women could, and did, take control of their own
lives. This book is an account of the interplay of
historical context and agency.
Finance and the Crusades - Daniel Edwards
2021-11-10
This book investigates the financial aspects of
crusading in the thirteenth and early fourteenth
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centuries. Taking the kingdom of England as a
case study, it explores a variety of themes, such
as how much crusades cost, how they were
financed, how funds were transferred to the East
and how crusaders fared financially after their
return. Its fundamental argument, in contrast
with current historiography, is that it was the
"private" fundraising of individuals – not the
"public" fundraising of the Crown and the
Church – that constituted the life-blood of the
crusade movement in the period under
consideration. Indeed, it is likely that the
crusades were only able to remain central to the
religious and political life of England, and indeed
western Christendom, because participants, and
those in their connection, continued to be willing
to sacrifice their own financial wellbeing for the
interests of the Holy Land.
The Military Orders Volume VI (Part 1) Jochen Schenk 2016-10-26
Forty papers link the study of the military
orders’ cultural life and output with their
john-of-brienne-king-of-jerusalem-emperor-of-constantinople-c1175-1237

involvement in political and social conflicts
during the medieval and early modern period.
Divided into two volumes, focusing on the
Eastern Mediterranean and Europe respectively,
the collection brings together the most up-todate research by experts from fifteen countries
on a kaleidoscope of relevant themes and issues,
thus offering a broad-ranging and at the same
time very detailed study of the subject.
New Guide to the Museum, Palace and Gardens
of Versailles and of the Trianons, etc.
[Translated from the French.] (Festivals of
Versailles.) [With plan.] - 1858
Remembering the Crusades and Crusading Megan Cassidy-Welch 2016-11-03
Remembering the Crusades and Crusading
examines the diverse contexts in which
crusading was memorialised and commemorated
in the medieval world and beyond. The collection
not only shows how the crusades were
commemorated in the twelfth and thirteenth
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centuries, but also considers the longer-term
remembrance of the crusades into the modern
era. This collection is divided into three sections,
the first of which deals with the textual, material
and visual sources used to remember. Each
contributor introduces a particular body of
source material and presents case studies using
those sources in their own research. The second
section contains four chapters examining
specific communities active in commemorating
the crusades, including religious communities,
family groups and royal courts. Finally, the third
section examines the cultural memory of
crusading in the Byzantine, Iberian and Baltic
regions beyond the early years, as well as the
trajectory of crusading memory in the Muslim
Middle East. This book draws together and
extends the current debates in the history of the
crusades and the history of memory and in so
doing offers a fresh synthesis of material in both
fields. It will be essential reading for students of
the crusades and memory.
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Transactions - Leicestershire Architectural and
Archaeological Society 1866
The Emperor's House - Michael Featherstone
2015-08-31
Evolving from a patrician domus, the emperor's
residence on the Palatine became the centre of
the state administration. Elaborate ceremonial
regulated access to the imperial family, creating
a system of privilege which strengthened the
centralised power. Constantine followed the
same model in his new capital, under a Christian
veneer. The divine attributes of the imperial
office were refashioned, with the emperor as
God's representative. The palace was an
imitation of heaven. Following the loss of the
empire in the West and the Near East, the
Palace in Constantinople was preserved– subject
to the transition from Late Antique to Mediaeval
conditions – until the Fourth Crusade, attracting
the attention of Visgothic, Lombard,
Merovingian, Carolingian, Norman and Muslim
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rulers. Renaissance princes later drew
inspiration for their residences directly from
ancient ruins and Roman literature, but there
was also contact with the Late Byzantine court.
Finally, in the age of Absolutism the palace
became again an instrument of power in vast
centralised states, with renewed interest in
Roman and Byzantine ceremonial. Spanning the
broadest chronological and geographical limits
of the Roman imperial tradition, from the
Principate to the Ottoman empire, the papers in
the volume treat various aspects of palace
architecture, art and ceremonial.
God's War - Christopher Tyerman 2007-10-04
'Wonderfully written and characteristically
brilliant' Peter Frankopan, author of The Silk
Roads 'Elegant, readable ... an impressive
synthesis ... Not many historians could have
done it' - Jonathan Sumption, Spectator
'Tyerman's book is fascinating not just for what
it has to tell us about the Crusades, but for the
mirror it holds up to today's religious extremism'
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- Tom Holland, Spectator Thousands left their
homelands in the Middle Ages to fight wars
abroad. But how did the Crusades actually
happen? From recruitment propaganda to
raising money, ships to siege engines, medicine
to the power of prayer, this vivid, surprising
history shows holy war - and medieval society in a new light.
The Fifth Crusade in Context - E.J. Mylod
2016-10-14
The Fifth Crusade represented a cardinal event
in early thirteenth-century history, occurring
during what was probably the most intensive
period of crusading in both Europe and the Holy
Land. Following the controversial outcome of the
Fourth Crusade in 1204, and the decrees of the
Fourth Lateran Council in 1215, Pope Innocent
III's reform agenda was set to give momentum to
a new crusading effort. Despite the untimely
death of Innocent III in 1216, the elaborate
organisation and firm crusading framework
made it possible for Pope Honorius III to launch
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and oversee the expedition. The Fifth Crusade
marked the last time that a medieval pope would
succeed in mounting a full-scale, genuinely
international crusade for the recovery of the
Holy Land, yet, despite its significance, it has
largely been neglected in the historiography.
The crusade was much more than just a military
campaign, and the present book locates it in the
contemporary context for the first time. The
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Fifth Crusade in Context is of crucial importance
not only to better understand the organization
and execution of the expedition itself, but also to
appreciate its place in the longer history of
crusading, as well as the significance of its
impact on the medieval world.
Classification - Library of Congress.
Classification Division 1916
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